Greetings!

Our first meeting of the semester is nearing and we hope to you have enjoyed your Winter Break!

Join us

**Thursday, January 10th**
6pm - 8pm
1425 Biomedical & Physical Sciences (BPS)
We will be dining on Moe’s Southwest Grill!

CrossTalks
**Sherrae Hayes**, *Graduate Student*, Department of African American and African Studies: "S.W.A.G. = Style With A Goal: Exploring Fashion/Style as a Critical Literacy of Urban Black Youth"

**Andres Ramirez**, *Graduate Student*, Department of Computer Science and Engineering: "Applying social network analysis to adapt circulars offers at Google"

---

**Science in the News**

**Presented by Kellie Mayfield**

**Topic:** The Regulation of Supplements

Main Article for Science in the News Talk
"**Natural Does Not Mean Safe**" by Geoffrey Kabat

Supplemental articles
**FDA Should Take Further Actions to Improve Oversight and Consumer Understanding**
Read the one page highlights

**The Consequences of Ineffective Regulation of Dietary Supplements**
(Commentary 1.5 pages)

**Review for NCCAM Is Overdue** (2 pages)

**Dietary Supplements: Structure/Function Claims Fail to Meet Federal Requirements**
(30 Pages. If you’re interested pages 11-20)